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      Welcome to The Woolery Spin Along! Woolery Spin Along Facebook Group We’re so excited that you’ve decided to join us We will be hosting discussion and spinning for The Woolery Spin Along. This packet will along with you on our Woolery Spin Along serve as your guide to the event. Facebook Group. Come introduce yourself and share photos of your spinning progress with us! The goal of the Spin Along is to practice maintaining consistency in your spinning. We Join Here: https://www.facebook.com/ will be trying out 3 different fibers and practice groups/455950598840395 spinning a single ply in Fingering Weight, Sport Weight, and Worsted Weight in each fiber. We Note that it is a closed group to minimize spam, will also be weaving or knitting samples with our but you will be automatically accepted once you singles and discuss how to plan projects with answer the question that pops up. your handspun. Also we will have fun spinning together with a community of fellow spinners. Facebook Office Hours Woolery Spin Along Dates We will be most active in the Facebook group Monday - Friday from 12pm - 5pm EDT Week 1 - Kick Off and Introductions Monday June 21st - Sunday June 27th Helpful Links: Week 2-3 - Shetland Spin Along Info Page: Monday June 28th - Sunday July 11th https://woolery.com/the-woolery-spin-along/ Week 4-5 - Blue Faced Leicester Woolery Shop: Monday July 12th - Sunday July 25th https://woolery.com Week 6-7 - Polwarth The Woolery YouTube Channel: Monday July 26th - Sunday August 8th https://www.youtube.com/channel/ UCpVqe1fzws0Zg39GiAyawzw Week 8 - Wrap Up and What We Learned Monday August 9th - Sunday August 15th The Woolery Spin Along - 1 Tools and Materials The Woolery Spin Along Kits Include: Shetland Wool - Shetland Top in White 250 grams Shetland fleece has many grades and excep- - Blue Faced Leceister Top in White 250 grams tionally wide natural color range to please a - Polwarth Top in White 250 grams wide range of spinners! Shetland sheep origi- - Rosie’s Precise Spinning Control Card nated in Scotland and due to the wet weather - Plastic Tapestry Needle in this country, Shetland wool is very dense at - 3 DIY Swatch Loom Cardboard Squares the base and has lots of water-wicking proper- - Printed Woolery Spin Along Info Packet ties. The staple length has a wide range due to lots of variations of the wool which is, 2-10” and the fiber micron count is 20-30. Shetlands can be double coated or single coated and come in 11 different natural colors. Blue Faced Leicester Wool Favored among fiber-lovers for its lustrous, silky, long wool fleece - this breed has one of Additional Tools You Will Need: the most predictable fleeces in terms of grade, fiber length, and fleece weight. BFL is a fairly - Spinning Wheel, E-Spinner, or Spindle* easy to find, uniform fleece with no kemp or - Digital Scale hair and a distinctly springy appearance in the - Ruler locks. BFL takes dye very well and is versatile - Pen or Permanent Marker for marking on with how you can use it. Originating in En- cardboard gland, fleece weights are generally 2.25-4.5 - Scissors and Packing Tape lbs, have staple lengths of 3-6” and micron - For Woven Swatches: Tapestry beater (a count of 24-28 microns. The wool comes in kitchen fork will work fine) mostly white, but occasionally black and greys. - For Knitted Swatches: knitting needles in Size US2, US5, US8 (or similar sizes) - Kettle or Electric Steamer Polwarth Wool - Niddy Noddy Created in AU by crossing Merino and Lin- *To fully participate you will need a spinning coln ewes, they are named after the county tool. This can be a spinning wheel, e-spinner, in Southwest AU where the breed was de- or hand spindle. veloped. These sheep are now raised on the Falkland Islands. The staple length is 3-7” and it is a fine fiber with great loftiness and a nice crimp. The Micron count is 21-26 which makes it ideal for next to skin garments. The natu- ral fiber can come in white, grey, brown, and black. Very fun yarn to spin! The Woolery Spin Along - 2 Labeling Your Handspun Taking the time to label your handspun samples as you finish them is something that your future self is sure to appreciate! These are some of the things we like to keep track of on our tags: - Yarn Size you are trying to make - Fiber Type - Color - Wheel/Drop Spindle Set up - Pre Drafted or Split - Worsted or Woolen Style - Single/Ply Count - WPI - Twists per inch (optional, kind of hard with singles) - Grist/YPP (optional) - Finishing Style - Intentions - I like putting down what I had in mind when I decided to spin this yarn, keeps track of your creative thoughts too! The Woolery Spin Along - 3 Yarn Properties Fingering Weight Fingering weight yarn is often used for socks, lightweight sweaters and accessories, and Fair Isle or colorwork patterns. Fingering weight is sometimes listed as “baby yarn” or “sock yarn” and is about double the weight of lace yarn. Fingering weight yarns are typically knit on US 1-4 needles. Fingering weight works best in a 12 dent heddle on a Rigid Heddle Loom and a sett of 12-16 epi on a floor loom. WPI for fingering weight is about 16. The grist or yard per pound for this weight is usually 1800-2200 ypp. Each yarn weight can vary in its description, and you can see that the ypp varies, so your yarn size can slightly vary. You can make a light fingering weight or heavy fingering weight, you just want to stay in the range of the ypp. Sport Weight Sport weight yarn and DK (double knitting) weight yarn are often viewed as interchangeable, but they do have a slight difference. Sport weight yarn is a teeny bit lighter or finer than DK weight. Use these weights for mid-weight socks, accessories, shawls, wraps, and sweaters. Sport weight yarns are typically knit on US 3-5 needles, and DK weights on US 5-7 needles. Sport weight yarn works well in a 10 dent heddle on a Rigid Heddle Loom and has a sett of 10-15 epi on a floor loom. WPI for sport weight is about 14. The grist for this weight yarn is 1100-1800. Each yarn weight can vary in its description, and you can see that the ypp varies, so your yarn size can slightly vary. You can make a light sport weight or heavy sport weight, you just want to stay in the range of the ypp. Worsted Weight Worsted weight yarn is the most widely available weight of yarn and the most frequently used! At double the weight of fingering yarn, worsted weight yarn is great for knitters of all skill levels and can be worked into nearly anything. Ideal for accessories and sweaters with moderate density, worsted weight yarns are typically knit on US 6-9 needles. Worsted weight yarns fit in a 8 dent heddle on a Rigid Heddle Loom and has a sett of 8-16 on a floor loom. WPI for worsted weight is about 10-12. The grist for this weight yarn is 800-1100 yard per pound. Each yarn weight can vary in its description, and you can see that the ypp varies, so your yarn size can slightly vary. You can make a light worsted weight or heavy worsted weight, you just want to stay in the range of the ypp. The Woolery Spin Along - 4 Spinner Speak Drafting - The act of separating the fibers to Spinning Wheel Drive Systems dictate the size of the yarn you want to create Flyer Lead (Scotch) Drafting Triangle - The space between the Bobbin Lead (Irish) spun yarn and the fibers Double Drive being drafted Grist - A unit of measure combining the length Watch this Video for a detailed description of and weight of a yarn: it’s density, ex each of these Drive Systems! pressed by ypp https://youtu.be/9NqLqWc6-Fg Roving - Fibers that have been prepared by carding Top - Fibers that have been prepared by Hand Spindle Types combing TPI - Twists per inch - A unit of measure of Drop Spindle - Top Whorl number of rotations (twists) per 1” Drop Spindle - Bottom Whorl Twist Angle - A unit of measure of the angle of Supported the fibers in a yarn, measured with a protractor in degrees Watch this Video for a detailed description of Woolen - spinning with roving to create a lofty each of these spindle types! yarn with more air caught in the https://youtu.be/IxCWMPWp6UY fibers, carded fibers are less organized and allow more air to be trapped. Worsted - using fiber in top preparation and Woolen vs. Worsted Spinning spun in a tighter structure, this Worsted Spun and woolen spun require differ- makes more durable hard-wearing ent fiber preparation and spinning technique. yarns While woolen spinning is meant to trap the air WPI - Wraps per inch, a unit measure of between fibers, worsted does the opposite to yarn width, measured with a WPI gauge create strong tightly spun yarn. or a ruler YPP - Yards per pound, the amount of yardage Worsted refers to a yarn spun from parallel in a pound of yarn fibers that have been combed and spun with a short draw to keep fibers in their parallel alignment. This yarn is strong and more water resistant, great for outerwear. Woolen refers to a yarn spun from carded fibers which allows more air to be trapped in the yarn. This makes the yarn lofty and it is actually warmer than worsted spun. The Woolery Spin Along - 5 Week 1: Practice Makes Perfect This is the warm-up week! We want you to Motivation get into the spinning mindset and start focus- We all need inspiration sometimes! If you are ing on your spinning technique. If you have unsure how to practice spinning, look at these bought the kit, you can see we have given you helpful hints. lots of fiber! We want you to take some from each bag and just practice with some intent on - Try spinning a longwool fiber with a woolen achieving consistency. We suggest taking 1 draft or draw oz of each fiber to get started (don’t worry, we - Try to spin a shorter staple length fiber with have given you 8 oz of each!) worsted draft and a high twist - Spin and knit something with less than 2 oz We will be dedicating two weeks to each fiber of fiber, could be a swatch or anything! type and you will be focusing on the three - Spin and weave a sample with less than 2 oz most popular yarn weights, fingering, sport, fiber and worsted. Here is the kicker though, we will - Find your favorite fiber and spin a sample be focusing on singles! Spinning singles will without trying to make it a certain weight (just allow you to control the size of yarn you are spin for fun!), use a sample card to write currently making, not having to worry about down the characteristics of your yarn. what the size will be after the yarn is plied. - Read a chapter in a spinning book about a Singles are not forgiving and you will clearly technique you have been wanted to try see any inconsistencies in the yarn, but being - Practice! Find some fiber in your stash that able to control your singles, will give you con- you aren’t sure what you wanted to use for trol in your plied yarn! and just start spinning for fun. Don’t forget to join the Facebook Group, we Week 1 Reflection Questions: want to create a community for spinners to support each other through this spinning What is the one thing you want to try to event! practice to improve upon during the Spin Along? Week 1 Roadmap: • Join The Woolery Spin Along Community Group on Facebook What are you hoping to learn during the • Introduce yourself and say hello to the group course of the Spin Along? • Warm up and practice spinning with extra fiber • If you are weaving your samples, make your cardboard sample looms. Do you have a hard time getting motivated to spin? What are some inspiration methods that have worked for you? The Woolery Spin Along - 6 Weeks 2-3: Shetland Welcome to Weeks 2-3 where we will be Weeks 2-3 Reflection Questions focusing on Shetland wool! Use the Spinning Roadmap on Page 10 of this packet to see What did you enjoy about working with the what tasks you need to complete these Shetland wool? What didn’t you enjoy? weeks. The roadmap has a plan broken down into specific days to help you with time management. Shetland Fiber Do you feel more confident with spinning We did a quick overview of some of the prop- consistent singles? erties of Shetland sheep breeds, but here are some of the characteristics you may see while spinning the shetland wool top. Shetland is known to vary in micron count and it varies sheep to sheep. So some tops are finer than others. When spinning shetland from What is one thing you learned during Weeks multiple sheep strains, but for the same yarn, 2-3 that you are going to take with you? be aware that the fiber may differ. Fiber Micron Count 20-30 (depends on sheep strain) You will find some guard hairs, those can cause some irritation when wearing shetland wool close to the skin. You will see a “halo” when spinning this fiber, this is the guard hairs. Is there a particular part of the process you enjoy the most (spinning, finishing, sampling, Natural Colors come in all shades of white, etc)? Is there a particular part you enjoy the creams, tans, browns, gray and black. least? Why is that? Staple Length - 2”-10”, once again changes from sheep to sheep Fun Fact - Shetland sheep have a wonderful temperament and are very friendly! What are you going to try to improve upon in Weeks 4-5? The Woolery Spin Along - 7 Weeks 4-5: Blue Faced Leicester Weeks 4-5 are all about Blue Faced Leicester! Weeks 4-5 Reflection Questions Use the Spinning Roadmap on Page 10 of this packet to see what tasks you need to What did you enjoy about working with the complete these weeks. The roadmap has a BFL wool? What didn’t you enjoy? Do you pre- plan broken down into specific days to help fer it to the Shetland? you with time management. Blue Faced Leicester Named for their beautiful dark-blue skin under- Did you notice an improvement in any of your neath their lustrous wool, the story of Blue- spinning or swatching skills? faced Leicester sheep is also the story of how England contributed to a revolution in livestock breeding. Nearly all Bluefaced Leicester (also known as BFL among many fiber fans) produce white Do you feel like you were able to complete the wool, although some will produce dark brown Spinning Roadmap faster or more efficiently or black wool. More rarely, some Bluefaced these weeks? Leicester are patterned, although this is not considered a desirable characteristic and so it is often bred out as quickly as it appears. The beautiful luster of Bluefaced Leicester provides a lovely sheen to the finished yarn, and its drape is superior to many other wools. While Did you try doing anything differently? Did it not quite as fine as some Merino, the 24-28 help? micron wool of the Bluefaced Leicester is still very soft and comfortable to wear against the skin. It also has a staple length of up to 6 inches, which makes it a dream to spin for spinners. Do you have any tips for the group that you think could be helpful to someone? The Woolery Spin Along - 8 Weeks 6-7: Polwarth Our last fiber of the Spin Along is Polwarth! Weeks 4-5 Reflection Questions Use the Spinning Roadmap on Page 10 of this packet to see what tasks you need to com- What did you enjoy about working with the plete these weeks. The roadmap has a plan Polwarth wool? What didn’t you enjoy? broken down into specific days to help you with time management. Polwarth Polwarth is an amazingly soft wool. With a This is the softest wool we have worked with micron width between 22-25 microns, it is as so far, how did it differ from spinning the soft as most Merino yarns, and is very com- coarser wools? fortable to wear directly against your skin. With a staple length that can range between 4-6 inches, it is also a yarn that tends to not pill easily. Knitters and crocheters find that it is lovely to work with, and produces a yarn with good stitch definition. Spinners also love Do you think the process of sampling got Polwarth for its ability to blend well with luxury easier over the course of the Spin Along? fibers such as angora, alpaca, yak, and mo- hair. Polwarth is elastic , resilient, lofty, and drapes very well. Although white is the most desirable fleece colour, other natural colours such as black, brown and grey are also popular in the crafting world. This wool takes on dyes very nicely. What part of the Spinning Roadmap do you think you have improved the most on? We love this wool because it is particularly strong, which makes it great as a pure-wool sock yarn; and yet it’s still soft enough to wear next to the skin for most people. It makes a great, hardy, outdoor jumper but just as well makes a nice lace shawl. The Woolery Spin Along - 9 Spinning Roadmap Remember: You will need about 1 oz of spun fiber to create both a knitted and woven sample! Week 1 Week 2 Spinning and Steam Setting Sample Making and Blocking Monday - Light practice - think more about the Monday - Make your cardboard swatches! size of the yarn and drafting styles for each You will need 1-8 dent, 1-10 dent and 1-12 yarn size and make your labels for the week! dent. We have made a video on how to create these looms, so check it out on Page 13! Tuesday - Spin 1-3 oz Fingering weight, every so often use the Precision Spinning Card Tuesday - Make swatches for fingering weight (PSC) to check your gauge or WPI. You will yarn. want to be around 16 - 17 WPI. Wednesday - Make swatches for sport weight Wednesday - Spin 1-3 oz Sport Weight, every yarn. so often use the PSC to check your WPI. You will want to be between 14-15 WPI. Thursday - Make swatches for worsted weight. Thursday - Spin 1-3 oz Worsted Weight, check your PSC to check your WPI. You Friday - Block/Finish your swatches! should be between 10-12 WPI. Stretch and rest your shoulders and wrists! Friday - Steam Set all your samples! (Instructions on Page 12) Take your yarn off your bobbin with a skein winder or niddy noddy. Once your skein is wound, steam the yarn to set the twist! I will let the skeins dry under tension on my skein winder or niddy noddy to help set the yarn. Enjoy your weekend! Stretch and rest your shoulders and wrists! The Woolery Spin Along - 10 Week 8: Wrap Up We have some reflection questions for you to absorb what you learned during the Spin Along. Feel free to ask and post your answers on the Facebook Group Community as well! Which fiber was your favorite to spin? What Do you think your overall spinning technique aspects of it made it your favorite? improved over the course of the Spin Along? Why is that, regular practice or something else? Which fiber was your least favorite to spin? What aspects of it made you like it less? Name something you feel you learned or improved upon during our 8 weeks together. Did you get inspired to make any projects out of any of the 3 fibers we used? What project What aspects of this process did you struggle are you going to make first? with the most? Do you feel you were able to overcome the challenge? Are there any processes of the Spinning Roadmap that you didn’t use regularly in Do you feel more confident spinning consistent your spinning before that you are going to singles after participating in the Spin Along? incorporate now? Which yarn weight was the easiest for you to Would you participate in the Spin Along again spin in the beginning? Is it still the easiest? next year? Woudl you like us to add anything to future Spin Alongs? Let us know in the Facebook Group Community! How to Finish Handspun There are multiple ways to finish handspun yarn, but the easiest way when it comes to singles will be to steam set. Link to a Video Tutorial: https://youtu.be/1iAjF9um8_Q Steam Setting Instructions: Get your yarn into skein form with a niddy noddy. Tie your yarn in a couple places (loosely) to keep it organized. The more prep you do, the easier the time you will have once your yarn is ready. Use a teapot and boil water so there is a constant stream of steam coming from the spout BE CAREFUL STEAM CAN BURN YOU. If you are unsure how to do this, please watch the video we have made :) - you can do this with the yarn on a niddy noddy if you use a PVC or a water resis- tant niddy noddy. Move your handspun around in the steam, making sure to spread the yarn apart so the steam can get to all the yarn. You may need to go over the skein multiple times to fully set your yarn. Once the yarn has all been sufficiently steamed, your yarn is going to be slightly wet. For singles, I found it is best to allow the yarn to dry under tension. So, put the yarn back on the niddy noddy or on a skein winder and just let it dry! Once dry you can use it to make a sample. For plied yarns - Soaking your yarn in a small amount of detergent or wool wash for 15 min in your washer (this will only work in top loaders) and then doing a spin cycle, and another rinse and spin cycle (sometimes if you put to much soap in you will need to do another rinse and spin cycle to get out all of it). Usually when using this method, the yarn does not need to be dried under ten- sion. I have a dowel that I covered in plastic wrap and I put my skeins on that to dry. The Woolery Spin Along - 12 Swatch Making 101 The best way to test your handspun yarns is How to Make a Cardboard Swatch Loom to make swatches! You can knit or weave a swatch with your handspun once your yarn has been finished. We suggest making a swatch in the same method you would intend to use the finished yarn for, so if you want to knit a sweater make a knit swatch, if you want to weave something make a woven swatch! Fingering Weight Knitting Swatch: Use needle size 3-5 and cast on 23-25 st for a 4”x4” swatch. Weaving Swatch: Use 12 dpi cardboard Video Tutorial Link: https://youtu.be/7l- swatch that is 4” wide, so you will have 48 j2A6RZMfU warp threads Start with a 6” corrugated cardboard square Sport Weight Use a ruler, that is 1 inch in width and create a Knitting Swatch: use needle size 5-7 and cast 4”x4” square. on 21-23st for a 4”x4” swatch. Weaving Swatch: use 10 dpi cardboard swatch Mark 1” increments and inbetween mark 8, 10, that is 4” wide, so you will have 40 warp or 12 equally, these will be your dents. threads To reinforce your dents, you can use packag- Worsted Weight ing tape and apply it across the edge that you Knitting Swatch: use needle size 7-9 and cast will be cutting your dents into. on 16-20 stitches for a 4”x4” swatch. Weaving Swatch: use 8 dpi cardboard swatch You will make 3 different mini swatch looms - 8 that is 4” wide, so you will have 32 warp dent, 10 dent, and 12 dent threads How to weave on your Cardboard Swatch Loom Using your handspun yarn as your warp, wrap the yarn around the cardboard and fill in each dent. It is best to wrap it around the whole loom rather than just around the dent because it will keep the infrastructure of the loom more intact. Using your handspun yarn, thread a weaving needle and weave yarn through warp strings in a basic plain weave. The Woolery Spin Along - 13 Spinning Ergonomics and Tips Annie Tips! chance you get to stretch your wrists is great, we do not want anyone cramping up! Annie is your Spin Along host, she’s spinning along with you and has some tips! Spinning Ergonomics I found when I started to spin the Shetland wool that it was easier for me to start with the Make sure the chair is a comfortable fit for fingering weight singles and then move to the you to push the pedals; not too high and not thicker weights. Many spinners as they get too low. The seat should not be slanted. You past the newbie stage will find it harder to spin should be able to comfortably lean backwards heavier weight yarns once they have started so you can relax while spinning. The chair spinning more fine yarn. So start with what you should not have arms so that your drafting arm are most comfortable doing, figure out your can be held in the correct position. drafting technique and tweak your process for each yarn weight. Do not clench the yarn in your drafting hand, the yarn needs to “flow freely”. Clenching isn’t Get in a treadling routine, sometimes I count good for the yarn or your elbow area, could how many times my drive wheel goes around lead to tendonitis. while I am drafting to stay consistent. I will also tend to count how many times I’m treadling About the drafting arm: 1. Keep it relaxed. 2. between drafts, either way works! Just stay Do not bend it over 90 degrees 3. When doing consistent. the short draw, keep it as close to your side as possible. 4. When doing the long draw, do not When you are steam setting your yarn, make raise your shoulder, just pull the arm forward sure to get it into all the strands, not just the and back keeping the shoulder down. Prob- outside of the skein. I will rotate, and open lems could arise with your shoulder and ten- the yarn strands to expose in strands that are donitis in the elbow area if you don’t do this. being protected by the outside strands. Keep both your wrists relaxed. DO NOT I would definitely watch the swatch making vid- CLENCH. Wrists should be kept straight. eo to see our tricks to making sure the swatch will last through all your samples. Cardboard Stop and stretch your hands,wrists arms and is a quick and easy way to make a temporary feet frequently. Get up and get the blood flow- loom, packing tape really helps reinforce the ing. dents too! If you are spinning in single drive scotch ten- Informative Resources sion, as your bobbin fills up you will have to increase the tension on the spring. This is due https://spinoffmagazine.com/get-a-grip-5-hand- to the bobbin getting heavier with the added exercises-for-spinners/ yarn. Take notes while you are spinning to remem- ber what worked and what didn’t! Also, any The Woolery Spin Along - 14 
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